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GERTRUDE RAND, PH.D.
Dr. Gertrude Rand was born in New York on October
29, 1886 . After gr aduation in 1908 from Cornell
Univer sity, where she majored in experimental
psychology, she became a graduate studen t at Bryn
Mawr College unde r Dr . Clarence E. Ferree . There
she was awarded degrees of both maste r of arts and
doctor of philosophy in 1911.
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Following postdoctoral work, she became a faculty
member at Bryn Mawr, where the r esearch team of
Ferree and Rand gained growing recognition in the
field of vision and lighting. A s ignificant contribution
to ophthalmology was the development of the FerreeRand perime ter. In 1918 she became the wife of Dr.
Ferree .
In 1928, at the invitation of Dr. William H. Wilmer,
Ferree and Rand planned and establis hed a r esear ch
laboratory in Phys io logical Optics at the Wilmer
Ophthalmological Institute of the Johns Hopkins Medica l
School. The ir joint studies in vision and lighting continued until Dr. Ferree's death in 1 942 . In 1943 Dr.
Rand accepted an appointment at the Knapp J\Iemorial
Laboratory of Phys iological Optics of the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia Univers ity, which
had been established in 1942 under the direction of Dr .
LeGrand H. Hardy . She continued her r e search there in
binocular vis ion and color vision until her retirem ent
in 1957 . The research of this pe riod r esulted in the
developm ent of the Hardy- Rand- Rittle r Pseudoisochromatic Pla tes for testing of color vision. These
plates, which wer e des igned for screening as well as
qualitative and quantitative testing of color defective
subjects, were an outgrowth of the work of Dr . Rand
with the ISCC Subcomm ittee on Problem II: Color
B lindness Studies.
Dr. Rand was r ecognized by Wilson College in 1943 by
an award of an Honorary Doctor of Science. In 1951
s he was e le cted as an honcrary fe ll ow of the American
Academy of Ophthalmology and Otola r yngology , one of
the few non- opthalmologists in this fie ld to be so
honored. In 1959 she r eceived the Edgar D. Tillyer
Medal of the Optical Soc iety of America and in 1963
the Gold Medal Award from the Illuminating Engineering Society which had e lected her as tl1e firs t woman
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EDITOR' S NOTE
Many thanks to those of you who sent copies
of the contributions that were lost in the
mail. We have now been able to recreate at
least the impor tant news items .
R. W. Burnham

fe llow in 1952. She was a member of the ArmedForces National Resear ch Council Vision Committee,
the Inter-Society Color Council, National Council of
Women Psychologists , the Optical Soc iety of Ame r ica,
the American P sychologica l Association, and the
National Society for the Prevention of Blindness. Over
1 50 contributions to tl1e literature of ophthalmology
were made in a career that spanned nearly one- ha lf a
century .
This gracious lady and patient tutor of many of us died
at Stony Brook, New York , her retirement home, on
June 30, 1970.
M. Catherine Rittler

M. REA PAUL, FIRST ISCC SECRETARY
This is a tribute toM . Rea P aul who died in Miami ,
Florida, January 14 , 1970 , at tl1e age of 72 during an
operation for the removal of a blood c lot. According to
a le tte r of August 1966 from Rea P aul to Kenneth L.
Ke lly , in 1929 Dr. E. N. Gathercoal, Illino is Co llege of
Pharmacy, had lunch witl1 Paul at the St. George
Hotel in Brooklyn . At th at time they "visualized and
constructed the Nationa l Color Soc iety that a year later,
a t the s ugges tion of Irwin C. Priest of the National
Bureau of Standards, became the Inter- Society Color
Counc il. " Paul as the firs t secretar y of th e ISCC (193 135) and its fourth Pres ident (1935- 37) a lso deserves our
g ratitude for nursing th e Inter-Society Color Counc il
through its difficu lt formative period, and for supplying
guidance toward the policies that have led to the growth
of tl1e Council in size and usefulness during the nearly
40 years of its existence . He combined thorough insight into the color problems of industry with unusual
skill as a parliamenta rian.
Paul becam e interes ted in color at the age of 16 and
was trained initia lly as an ar t ist. T his interes t r apid ly
broadened to include the phys ics and psycho- physics of

color, the technical problems of paint manufacture and
testing, industrial specifications of color, and color
education in the form of technical paint service and
decoration service. When a meeting on Color Names in
the U.S. Pharmacopoeia and in the Arts, Sciences, and
Industries, was held in Washington, D.C., May 13-14,
1930, Paul held the position of Colorist in the Research
Laboratories of the National Lead Company, and contributed a discussion on Color Names in the Paint
Industry. Dr. E. H. Gathercoal, organizer of the meeting, included in his report an aclmowledgement "ToM.
Rea Paul of the National Lead Company for his very
ready and enthusiastic acceptance of the invitation to
contribute to the Report and the Exhibit and his untiring
efforts to interest the great Paint Industry in this
problem (color names)."
When the Preliminary Conference on Organization of an
Inter-Society Committee on Color Specification was
held at the Museum of Science and Industry, New York
City, February 26, 1931, M. Rea Paul attended as a
Delegate from ASTM Committee D-1, Paint, Varnish,
Lacquer, and Related Products, and was promptly appointed Secretary of the Conference. When at this
Conference it was resolved to establish an InterSociety Color Council under the temporary chairmanship of L.A. Jones, it is perhaps not surprising that
one of the first actions of the Council at its first meeting, September 10, 1931, was to elect M. Rea Paul as
its first Secretary. He was also the chairman of the
first ISCC Membership Committee (1931-32), the first
editor of the ISCC News Letter (1931-35), and with L.A.
Jones, he drafted the first Constitution and By-Laws of
the Council.
In 1936, following E. N. Gathercoal, A. E. 0. Munsell,
and L.A. Jones, M. Rea Paul became the fourth President (1936-38) of the ISCC, or Chairman as it was then
called. At the time, February 26, 1936, that the fifth
meeting of the ISCC was called to order by the new
chairman, the Council consisted of 8 member bodies
and 12 individual members. The attendance of the meetings held up to this time shows that continued existence
of the ISCC was by no means assured.

Meeting Date
26 February 1931
21 September 1931
28 December 1932
28 December 1933
21 February 1935
20 February 1936

Number of
Organizations
Represented
by Delegates
14
13
18
9
9
7

Number of
Non-Delegate
Attendees
16
16
2
16
4

The years covered by the chairmanship of M. Rea Paul
marked the turning of the tide from dwindling to increasing interest. By the 7th annual meeting marking
the end of Paul's term of office, all nine member bodies
were represented, the organization and policies cham-
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pioned by Paul had been proven sound, and the existence
of the Council has never since been threatened.
M. Rea Paul served the American Society for Testing
Materials, particularly its Committee D-1, Paint,
Varnish, Lacquer, and Related Materials, for many
years. He was the primary moving spirit leading to the
formation in August 1948 of an ASTM Committee E-12
on Appearance. He was the first chairman of E-12, and
later was named Honorary Chairman of this still active
and productive committee. After leaving the National
Lead Company, Paul became affiliated with Frederic H.
Rahr, Inc. Later he served on the War Production
Board, and then became Washington representative of
the Eagle-Picher Company.
Always a leader, M. Rea Paul was among the first, if not
the first, to urge industry to use spectrophotometric
measurements for the control of color standards. In
1930 he joined with A. Maerz to produce A Dictionary
of Color in which about 4,000 color names are defined
by one or another of 7,000 colors shown on 64 charts.
This work has a wide reputation as the foremost authority on color names, and a second edition was
produced in 1950. M. Rea Paul was a man of action. If
he could not stimulate somebody else to join with him to
solve a problem, he would tackle it himself. Two examples of such action have been ascribed to him, and if
these actions were not really his, they are at least
examples of the kind of thing he might be expected to
have done.
1. To check up on the supposed irritating influence of
the color red, he had his office walls and furniture
painted fire-engine red, and he maintained this decor
for several months. No irritating effect was noted.
After an hour or so the occupants became adapted to
the predominant red colo~, paid no attention to it, and
seemed not to see it at all. The conclusion is that red is
not always irritating. Perhaps it means you can get
used to anything.
2. To check up on the influence of food color on appetite, he installed mercury-vapor lamps in his dining
room to supplement the incandescent lamps, already
there. He invited a group of friends in for dinner and,
after the soup was served, switched lights. The
mercury-vapor lamp made the turtle soup, the coffee,
and the gravy, which were brown under incandescentlamp light, turn various shades of green. One after the
other of his guests were overcome with nausea and had
to excuse themselves, unable to eat the food, which they
lmew was perfectly wholesome, but which had been
rendered in unappetizing colors by light from the
mercury lamps.
M. Rea Paul, colorist, paint technoligist, organizer,
practical psychologist and leader in color control and
color designation, will have a monument to his memory
as long as there is an Inter-Society Color Council.
Dean B. Judd
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OUR THANKS TO HERB AACH

11

Art and science merged in a unique manner when Herb
Aach added color to the graphological projections used
as decorations for the recent ISC C banquet.

I am pleased to advise that today I have received news
that both the AlA and the ARA have accepted the Universal Color Language as the basis for color designation.

There is nothing more personal than an individual's
name, except his reaction to color. In this Age of
Aquarius, when people are turning to the sciences for
interpretations and forecasts, it was quite logical to
combine the two for a more penetrating and meaningful
interpretation than could possibly be gleaned from a
black and white Rorschach test.

In a telephone call from Bob Class, secretary for the
AlA, and from Bernard Healy, F.A.R.A., President of
the American Registered Architects, I have been
advised that they have both accepted our proposal for
the recognition of the Universal Color Language, exactly
as we have proposed.

With ink-blot interpretations of six ISCC members'
signatures as a starter, Herb Aach added his unique and
masterful touch to produce six outstanding modern
paintings, all rendered in fluorescent paint. Attractive
in normal light, they glow magnificently under black
light. Not only were these excellent examples of Herb
Aach 's work as an artist, they also revealed his keen
perception and understanding of the individual subjects,
giving each painting an air and mood which did indeed
relate to the subject (see descriptions in previous
News Letter). Signatures for color graphological
projections belonged to: 1. Ralph Evans, 2. Randall M.
Hanes, 3. Fred W. Billmeyer, Jr., 4. Norman Macbeth,
5. George B. Gardner, 6. Warren L. Rhodes.
It is rare indeed, to have an artist of Mr. Aach 's stand-

ing and reputation, cooperate so wholeheartedly and
enthusiastically in such a project. His activities and
interests are diverse. As a professor he teaches
COLOR, with emphasis on new techniques, at Queens
College, of the City of New York University, where he
is Assistant Chairman of the Art Department. As a
painter, the most recent event was his one-man show
which opened February 11th in New York. As an author
he writes extensively for journals and magazines. In
1971 his book on Goethe and his color theory, expanded
into physiology, perceptology and phenomenology, will
be published.

BREAKTHRU"

I want to thank all those members of Committee 30 and
those of ISCC who assisted in the program, Ken Kelly,
Nick Hale, Everett Call, Alex Styne, Dick Hunter,
Dorothy Nickerson and many others. I believe this to be
a great milestone in color progress. I hope that those
involved in the various ISCC Committees will pick this
up and push it along.
Our next step is to complete the package we proposed,
a complete "appearance folio" with the index complete
with centroids, gray scale for tolerances, gloss scale
for finishes and data on where and how to secure color
data for usage. Immediately we need a down to earth
factual article on the color language for publication in
the AlA Journal and other professional journals. We
shall now need to get to work on our color film, and on
tabloid publicity for color designation.
So "go."
Milo D. Folley, AlA
Chairman, Subcommittee 30
Color in the Building Industry

2537A ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION
SOURCE
The Model 600-1 provides an accurate source of 2537 A
radiation. The unit consists of a low-pressure mercury
arc, a specially designed lamp housing with a removable 2537 A bandpass interference filter and an
adjustable power supply. 2537 A irradiance values are
reported with and without the filter in place and are
traceable to the National Bureau of Standards. Calibration uncertainty is less than± 4%.

Mr. Aach has pioneered in work in fluorescent painting,
for which he is internationally known. The April/May
issue of CRAFT HORIZONS carried a lengthy article on
him and LEONARDO, internationally known science and
art journal, recently published an extensive article on
his fluorescent painting.

For further information:

His hobby is colorful too. As a member of the Cacti and
Succulent Society his green thumb serves him well.

Mr. William Schneider
Optronic Laboratories, Inc.
7676 Fenton Street
Silver Spring, Md. 20910
(301) 587-2255

Mr. Aach presented these works of art to the six subjects as a momento of their long years of service to
ISCC. We all join in thanking him for this generous and
unique contribution.
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"Principles of Pigment Dispersion in Plastics" DCMA
Award Paper, T. B. Reeve and W. L. Dill, Dupont

COLOR INSERTS
Many of the component organizations of ISCC
have publications in which there are occasionally
unusual or striking color pictures. I should like
to place a col9r insert in each issue of the News
Letter. I am, therefore, looking for organizations that will reprint 1200 copies of some interesting color picture and contribute them to
the News Letter. The idea would be not to include advertising, but the donor would be
aclmowledged appropriately.

"Automatic In-Plant Dry Coloring -- The State of the
Art" B. G. Murray, Ferro Corp.
"Color Concentrates for Thermoplastics -- a Different
View" M. z. Schneider, Ampacet Corp.
"High Volume Production of Pigmented Thermoplastics"
R. L. Adams, Weiner & Pfleiderer Corp.
"An Investigation of the Opacity/Pigment Loading Relationship in Selected Thermoplastics ContainingTitanium
Dioxide Pigments" E. H. Brook, British Titan Products

Ed.

"A Study of the Phenomenon of Dichroism in Vinyl
Plastics" J. N. D'Amico, General Cable Co.

SOCIETY OF PLASTICS ENGINEERS
The Society of Plastics Engineers has completed the
reorganization of its Professional Activities Groups
into Technical Divisions. These new Technical Divisions will have greater autonomy, direct representation
on SPE Council and their own budget.· Co-operative
programs with the ISCC (for SPE) will be lDldertaken
through the Color and Appearance Division.

"The Use of Direct Costing in Batch Manufacture of
Inks and Colorants" A. Goldman and R. T. Capont,
Frederick H. Levey Co.
M. M. Gerson
Chairman
SPE Delegation to ISCC

THE COLOR ASSOCIATION FALL-WINTER 1971
COLORS

Three major color programs are being sponsored by
SPE for the next year:

The Power of Positive Colors
1. Color sessions as part of the National Technical

Conference on Plastics in Furniture, St. Louis, Mo.
November 10 through 12, 1970.
2. A Regional Technical Conference on Color in
Plastics, Cleveland, Ohio January 26, 1971.
3. A session on Color in Plastics at the annual Technical Conference in Washington, D.C. May 10 through May
13, 1971.

The DCMA annual award for the best paper on pigmentation of plastics was given to Thomas B. Reeve and
W. L. Dills for their paper "Principles of Pigment Dispersion in Plastics."
The following papers on the subject of color in plastics
or coloring of plastics were presented at the Annual
Technical Conference at the Americana Hotel, N.Y.C.,
May 4 through May 7, 1970. The papers are available in
the "Preprint Book" for this Conference from SPE.
"The Effect of Pigments on the Heat and Light Stability
of Polypropylene" C. W. Uzelmeier, Shell Chemical Co.
"Colorants for High Temperature Polymers" G. F.
Sonn, Inmont Corp.
''New Color Technology for Plastics Manufacturers"
F. T. Simon, Clemson University
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Stand a coin on its rim and which way will it fall? Heads
or tails? The whole world is balanced on a rim. Will
the positive, constructive forces pull together so that it
falls ''heads up," or will the negative, explosive elements push us backward, into total destruction? One
thing is certain, no coin and no world can long maintain
such a delicate balance.
In a world caught between too rapid technological
advances and too slow social adjustments, color serves
as a strong directional force. The elements of progress
are stronger than the elements of protest. Dull, dark
colors lurk where evil and malevolence abide. Negative
thoughts generate destructive vibrations. Constructive
thoughts, shining forth in pure, bright beams, can serve
as a counter-balance.
Color possesses a magnetism sufficient to keep the
world heads up. Clear tones embody vigorous forces.
Optimistic and powerful, they can stimulate business
and improve morale, replacing doubt with conviction
and fear with confidence. Social and scientific betterment, in which we all believe, are closely associated
with these potent vibrations. Color can swing the
balance to the positive side; can lead us into that better
world, sending the doubts and bewilderment of today
into the shadows of yesterday. Success and progress
are blazened in bright colors. Those with confidence in
the future will embrace them joyously ••.•. Never

underestimate the POWER OF POSITIVE COLORS -this is a language all can understand, a vi~:ration to
which all will respond.

Color Comments

r

Colors for Fall1971 are reassuring. More dependable
and more inspiring than any crystal ball, they project
an economic up-swing and commercial revival. Lively,
positive shades buoy the spirit and boost business.
NEUTRALS, ''not decided in color. • .free from tinges
of other colors," are superseded by FOILS, "colors
which enhance or set-off by contrast." SOFT GLAZE
colors are excellent new foils. Gentle and reluctant if
viewed individually, they yield a fresh color effect when
used as grounds with lively brights. (This charm is lost
when SOFT GLAZE tones are used together. The new
effect is achieved by using them individually in combination with several brights).
FOILS: replace neutrals and introduce new design
concepts and new color effects. These SOFT GLAZE
colors are perfect background colors for the folk influence, where pure colors are played against an offbeat ground. In contrast, SNOWDROP or ICEBERG
BEIGE provide background shades for TORCH TONES.
Thus, by varying the foils, the same accent tones may
be used to achieve widely differing effects and diverse
moods.

MUSCATINE and PLUSH PLUM as variations. FLIP
PINK and MISCHIEF PINK alone, or as accents.
GLASGOW THISTLE, VAMPY VIOLET and DAMSON
PURPLE -- especially in combinations.
In patterns and combinations, tonal treatments are
significant for cross-dyes and knits, where the deep
tone is frequently combined with a bright of a slightly
different cast, as TROPIC CHERRY /SULTAN RED,
YUCATANGO ORANGE/SPANISH TOMATO, BONITO
BLUE/BARBIZON BLUE, FLIP PINK/FINE WINE,
PICOR GREEN/PINEHURST. For multi-colors, extreme combinations with either SNOWDROP, or
DAMSON PURPLE or WILD ROOT are noteworthy.

A.I.A. HONOR AWARD
Among the awards announced by this year's AlA honor
awards jury are two of particular interest for they
honor two old buildings that -- as the Washington
POST of May 31, 1970. puts it -- "have been creatively
transformed for new uses and new lives."

BEIGE-BROWN: GINGERINO is the pace-setter. This
lively brown is more important than TEASEL TAN,
WILD ROOT or KOLA NUT (which continue but with
less emphasis). Stress ICEBERG BEIGE or SOFT
CHAMOIS over camel. Today, business is built on
color, rather than over-emphasis on basics as camel
or gray.

They include Washington's old Patent Office and San
Francisco's Del Monte Fruit Cannery. The Patent
Office has been transformed to contain two new
museums of the Smithsonian Institution, one-half of the
building to contain the National Collection of Fine Arts,
the other half to contain the National Portrait Gallery.
The Fruit Cannery and nearby Ghirardelli Square
(Ghirardelli had an old chocolate factory there) have
been transformed to one of San Francisco's most
successful urban shopping, eating, and entertainment
spots, a mecca for tourists.

YELLOW-ORANGE: This range maintains its appeal
and assures a lively autumn. SWANK ·GOLD, MAIZIE
GOLD, YUCATANGO ORANGE, SPANISH TOMATO,
SHAN TONGUE RED.
GREENS: The importance of combinations and contrasts keeps both types of greens in the picture.
CHLORO GREEN, MERRY GREEN, HAMLIN GREEN,
PINEHURST lead; with TAJ TARTREUSE, LUSH LIME
and PICOR GREEN as accents.

The announcement is of particular interest to Rews
Letter readers because it was the firm of which
Waldron Faulkner (a former ISCC president) was head
that undertook the transformation of the old Patent
Office building into its two new and exciting museums.

BLUES: SPARKO BLUE, CHOLA BLUE, NOBLESSE
BLUE, BARIZON BLUE; with CHING LING BLUE,
BONITA BLUE and TWING BLUE as accents.

News Letter 204, page 14, reported an earlier honor
award for this remodeling. The project took seven
years, and was the last for which Waldron was partnerin-charge before his retirement from active practice.
Our congratulations to him, and to his partners in this
undertaking.

RED: INCENDIO, ROUGE RISQUE, SULTAN RED:-TROPIC CHERRY important accent.
PINK-PLUM-PURPLE: This range continues to be very
important. Emphasis centers around FINE WINE, with

Dorothy Nickerson
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WRITE CAPTAIN CHARLES BITTINGER
The following note was r eceived recently by the
Secretary's Office . Perhaps friends of Capt. Bittinger
may wish to send greetings to him through his son :
"Thank you for your concern about father. Mother
passed away April 24th. Some days father is a t National
Naval Medical Center in Bethesda. Most days he is at
Mar Salle Nursing hom e . He can no longer write or see
to paint or read. We see hin1 5 tin1es a week. Thanks."
Charles Bittinger, Jr.
4800 North 29th Street
Ar lington, Va. 22201
Fred W. Billmeyer, Jr.

"Nrr.r,

thu~•s

a U1uib/e color!'

From the New Yorker Magazine, June 13 , 1970

COLOR MARKETING GROUP ST. LOUIS MEETING
COLOR STYLES AN ENTIRE CITY, DESIGNS TOY
FOR DEAF CHI LDREN, FORECASTS NEW
FUNCTIONAL COLOR ACTIVITY

INFORMATION FROM ENGLAND

Rainbow City

At a recent press conference, ICI, Ltd., Dyestuffs
Division, announced the production of its new Color
Atlas.

For two hours during a two and one half day session,
two CMG workshop teams separately but simultaneously
planned color styling to r evitalize the entire government
services and community spirit of fictious ''RAINBOW
CITY." St. Louis executive dir ector for beautification,
Mel Beauchamp, joined in the effort of CMG 's ''Mission
Impossible"type Team 3, while other St. Louisians were
on Team 1. In the short time available color experts
from over thirty companies considered s hades necessary for garbage cans , collector trucks and police
cars, stylishly using safety certified colors of "Alert
Orange," ''Precaution Blue" and "Safety First Green."
Garbage can colors have been a recent sore spot for
St. Louis c ity planners and Mr. Beauchamp promised to
make use of the color sketches made available to hin1.
CMG Team No. 1 took a broader view, spending its
time on general color patterns for public safety (blue),
education (pastels), health and sanitation (tangerine),
recreation (earth- na tural colors with sharp accents) ,
cultural (muted with accents), administration (green),
transportation (yellow plus accent).

The atlas is said to represent a major advance for the
dyeing and color-using industries, particularly where
r eady means of accurately indicating a specific shade
is required. Printed by McCorquodale Color Display,
Ltd., to match a master copy produced by a complex
dye-transfer process, the atlas contains 1,379 color
samples, but, by use of the 19 graded neutral gray filters supplied, a possible 27 ,580 shades can be matched.
The use of the filters, which are produced by Ilford,
Ltd., was the breakthrough wh ich has made possible the
provision of the large number of shades. Previous
similar collections of shades have been much narrower
in scope, the best known, the Munsell Book of Color,
containing only 1,450 shades.
Each color has a simple code number, and by knowing
the code and the number of the filter used to match a
sample , the supplier can make an accurate match in a
few seconds without having the sample transferred
from the customer. The Color Atlas is being issued to
ICI customers , and is complementary to the company 's
instrumental match prediction service, in that the
cus tom er can phone through the details of the shade in
the atlas, and this can be identified immediate ly and
inform ation fed to the computer so that a dye to produce
this shade on a particular s ubstrate can be formulated.
Reprinted from
Journal of the Oil and Color Chemists ' Association
March, 1970
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Deaf Children

At the same time two other CMG teams took on the
challenging task of designing a color education toy for
deaf and dumb children. Many ideas poured out, and
some sketched out -- a COLOR SCRAMBLE - - a stack
of edge colored discs where the child assembles an
apple picture and finds the words "apple red," a
lemon gives "lemon yellow" -- a color carousel for
erection in color combinations that also give clues to
whether the child may have abnormal color vision, so
important to detect early in the deaf child.

"Age of Col or"

\Cd(jQ~L~

The AGE OF STONE is gone; the age of the iron horse
passed through Missouri a hundred year s ago; the
national Color Marketing Group 's 17th meeting ''blew
it out of sight" with its "AGE OF COLOR" theme at St.
Louis' Chase Park Plaza Hotel. American 's new
decade of the 70's is an age of color: if you're young,
it'll be "neat," ''tough ." If you ' re middle age , it' ll be
"the only way to go ," "the real thing, " "in the groove. "
The senior citizens are "with it" - - color talks to
ever yone , a ll the time.

11~·~-· ~
"Color It L ight"
In an unique complimentary double presentation, Carl
Allen of General Electric and Dan Smith of INMONT
Corporation teamed up to te ll it as you see it - - or do
you? A man s ized, specially constructed unit high on
the stage s howed the effect of various light sour ces on
everyday items . Fluorescent, incandescent, multivapor
light sources were used separately and simultaneously
by Mr. Allen in ways never clearly shown before.
Besides many common objects, the effect of light on
future c olor fashions in the "AGE OF COLOR" was
startlingly brought out when program chairman Lou
Graham appeared in hori zontally striped bell- bottom
pants of a Galey and Lord fabric . Despite this visual
intrus ion of color profus ion , Mr . Dan Smith was able
to discuss what these color and light wonder s really
mean in our everyday viewing, and color decisions in
the hom e and office.

Functional Color
In a second day panel of CM G's own members from

Sears , O'Brien Paints , Hami lton Cosco and Montgomer y
Ward, color ''bottlenecks" were pointed out for br eaking. Bonnie Bledsoe condemned the current psychedelic
automob ile colors (vis ual pollution?) -- and later wore
a purple and lavender op a rt dress . Ted La P orte wotmd
up the panel's challenge wi th a demand that colors DO
MORE . Discounting the so- calle d functional color s for
such things as safety, Ted called them ''pass ive." Truly
functiona l colors will have active roles , he said, pointing out items in natur e . Discussing a possible color
"disease meter" for medical diagnosis, Mr. La P or te
demonstrated c olors in action: shades tha t s hifted with
hum idity , and cited others that shift with light and
heat.

Dry Color Copies

''He llo Color Copies" was the s tor y of 3M 's new colorin-color ma chine which turns out one minute copies in
color. Mr . Ray Kartak showed examples of opaque ,
trans lucent, transparten and transfer copies on paper,
m etal and fabric.

Sel ling Color

CMG's first meeting wes t of the Miss issippi featured
·M r . Raymond E. Kassar , President of Burlington
House . His talk on "COLOR: Medium of Express ion and
Merchandising" reflected his respons ibilities for a
half- billion yearly sales pattern in draperies , upholsteries, furniture and carpets . Bes ides its annual
awards program of outstanding American home inBurlington House r ecently initiated an ingenious combination of computer teclmiques with the per sonal touch
of famous interior designers to give Mrs . Hous ewife
USA the opportunity of having her own home styled in
her color preferences . Recently , Bur lin gton opened the
first of its own draper y outlets in Houston, Texas .

DIANO ACQUIRES MAN UFACTUR ING RIGHTS
TO THE GENERA L ELECTRIC RECORDING
SPECTROPHOTOMETER
In a joint statem ent, the Gener al Electric Company

and DIANO Corporation announced that General
Electric has licensed DIANO to MANUFACTURE and
SELL the well known General E lectric (Hardy) Recording Spectrophotometer. DIANO will have the capability
to repair, service, and provide renewal parts for
spectr ophotometers that were manufactured by General
Electric.
DIANO, a new company formed by several well known
s pecialists in color instrum entation, plans to re-name
the instrun1ent the "DIANO/ HARDY RECORD ING
SPECTROPHOTOMETER. " The management of DIANO
is r equesting owners of the GERS to contact the Company at its plant at 506 Washington Street, Norwood,
Massachusetts 02062, in order to provide continui ty of
service .
Telephone : (617) 762- 8400.
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FEDERAliON'S EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE
PREPARES "ORGANIC COATINGS II" OUTLINE
Organic Coatings D -- an advanced course in outline
form -- has been prepared by the Educational Committee of the Federation of Societies for Paint Technology. The outline can be used by Educational Committees of the Federation's Societies, educational
institutions, for company educational seminars, and
for private instruction or self-instruction by individuals
desiring to increase their lmowledge of the more advanced aspects of paint science and technology.
George B. Gibson, of Canadian Industries, Ltd. in
Toronto, and Chairman of the Federation's Educational Committee, said that the course outline was
designed to conduct educational activities on a uniform
basis so that the subject matter covered would follow
a similar pattern. Still, the course leaves considerable
leeway to expand or contract parts of the outline depending on requirements or special qualifications of the
speakers.
General lmowledge of paint technology, no matter how
acquired, is a pre-requisite, since the topics are of
advanced nature and lmowledge of organic, colloid and
polymer chemistry as well as mathematics is highly
desirable. In general, the course will fill the need for
continuing education of people at all technical levels in
the industry.

ing them and possibly reproducing them on videotape,
using various authorities as lecturers. "This is an
ambitious project but if successful, it should be a very
significant contribution to paint education on the North
American continent with wide reaching implications,"
Mr. Gibson concluded.

ABSTRACT
Effect of Subjects' Sex, Experience and Training On
Their Red Wine Color-Preference Patterns

Eleven experienced adult observers and 98 inexperienced student observers have essentially the same
preference patterns for red table wine color, showing a
tendency to prefer the middle brightness and the red
hue (compared to orange or purple). Male and female
students have very similar preference patterns. There
is a slight tendency for the males to prefer the wines
with lower brightness. The 9 highly trained observers
tended to prefer the wine colors with decreasing
brightness. The over-dark, purple wine was distinctly
disliked by the adults and the students and the preference was split for the experts. The danger of using a
highly trained panel to predict preference of an inexperienced group is evident.
C. s. Ough and M. A. Amerine
University of California, Davis

Each topic should be given in several sessions and the
time for each topic is from four to six hours. Also,
each topic may form a "seminar" or a separate entity.
Other topics based on the general format can and will
be added in the future. Adequate references are
included.

From Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1970, 30, 395-398.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The topics in OC Dare as follows: Analysis; Solubility
Parameter -- Solvent -- Binder -- Pigment Interaction; Fundamentals of Rheology of Coatings; Theory
of Polymers; Characterization of Polymers; Color;
Interfacial Phenomena; Optics of White Pigments;
Fundamentals of Electrodeposition; and Modern Paint
Production Principles.

In the March/April issue of the News Letter I was
interested to see the account headed "A New Fibre
Optics Colorimeter" which describes the instrument
demonstrated to the Colour Group by Dr. Ishak.
I am not certain whether the News Letter has ever
reported the Fibre Optics Tintom eter which we first
introduced about 18 months ago. This is proving very
successful, not only for surface colours, but for liquids
which have to be viewed under special conditions (such
as at high temperatures) and also for light sources,
such as TV screens.

The distribution of Organic Coatings II will be handled
by the Paint Industry Education Bureau, 1500 Rhode
Island Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. Write to
the Director, Richard W. Johnson. Copies of Organic
Coatings I, the basic outline, are available from the
Federation office in Philadelphia.

This is a visual colorimeter, as are all Tintometers,
and the results are reported either in Lovibond units or
in C.I.E. coordinates.

Mr. Gibson said that the Educational Committee will be
reviewing the topics in OC D with a view toward updat-
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Our representatives in Long Island, Lovibond of
America Inc. can supplement the information if
necessary.

since to demand a color match closer than necessary
causes an increase in cost.
With this in mind, Neotec devised a system based in
part on testing the color difference perception of over
200 persons. The results of their observations under
controlled lighting conditions of samples representing
• the entire spectrum led to the definition of the following three classes of tolerance:

I'm sorry I missed the 39th Annual Meeting. It sounds
most interesting. I greatly enjoyed the 1967 meeting.
G. J. Chamberlin
Salisbury, England

Class I: A match to this tolerance would display no
difference in color between adjacent items to the
average observer.

COLOR TOLERANCE: COMMON SENSE OR
BLACK MAGIC
It takes little exposure to the world of color reproduction to realize that acceptance or rejection based on the
color of a product can be an emotionally charged event.
Yet these non-quantitative determinations are made
many times per day throughout the industry. It is
apparent that acceptability criteria based upon opinion
are bound to have an adverse. effect on customer relationships, on consumer acceptance of the product, and
-- ultimately (if not immediately) on corporate profits.
The inadequacy of existing techniques for color acceptance became evident in a recent survey which
showed that of 1,000 companies claiming some method
of "positive color control" of their product, 92% used
an inspector's visual observation to determine color
acceptability and 8% used a combination of instrmnentation and mathematics. Furthermore, the survey showed
that users of visual and instrument techniques were
equally dissatisfied.

Class II: A match to this tolerance would reveal no
difference when the items are separated, but would
show a color difference with the items directly adjacent.
Class ill: A match to this tolerance would appear different to the average observer when separated but
viewed at the same time. However, there would be no
apparent difference if the items were viewed one after
the other.
The sketches shown below illustrate the definition of
each of these tolerance classes as well as a typical
application which would be satisfied by that quality of
color matching. Although this system of tolerances
makes even a visual inspection more meaningful than
merely trying to decide bow close is close enough,
opinion will always play a part in any technique which
depends upon the response of someone 's eye.
..~

The significant value in this system of tolerances lies
in its easy applicability to color measurement with
colorimeters or even spectropbotometers. Mathematics
does exist for converting the readings of most of these
instruments to the practical human eye/brain response
of uniform color space.

The common complaint was smnmed up by the production manager of a large plastics company: "Acceptance
based upon an inspector's judgment merely leads to
arguments internally and with the customer. Instruments and their required mathematical manipulations
don't seem to relate to the real world and hence they
confuse everyone involved. It's obvious that deciding on
color acceptability today is a black magic art."

Of course, the ideal procedure would be to eliminate
the necessity for performing any mathematics at all.
This can be aqcomplisbed if the instrument directly
measures in Uniform Color Space. Thus mathematical
conversion would be eliminated, and degree of color
match could be automatically displayed.

In analyzing the data from this industrial survey, it
became apparent that what was needed in the "color
manufacturing" field was a simple common sense
method of defining tolerances. Ideally such a color
tolerance system would be as clearly meaningful as a
dimentional tolerance on a metal part.

The ColorMate 2000 line of color measurement instruments is specifically designed with these features.
Readings are directly related to the uniform color
space of the Munsell system. Thus ColorMate readings
are directly usable in the system of tolerances
described above, with no need of mathematical
manipulation.
'

Of course, the requirements are somewhat different.
The primary concern in the color field is usually the
closeness to some selected color standard which must
be matched. But the required closeness of the match
must be a function of how the product is to be used,
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CLASS Ill

CLASS II

CLASS I

REQUIRED
MATCH

TYPICAL
APPL ICATION

A match so good no
dtfterence appar~t wtth
one hem .ctjacent to or
overlappmg the other.

Items appearing matched
¥.11m viewed separttelv.

What this means to the man who is try ing to determine
the color acceptability of a production sample to its
"standard" is simply this. By transferring the ColorMate readings to the specially designed Chromaticity
Diagram and measuring their differ ences with the
overlay Tolerance Template, he can determine whether
the production sam ple i s within the tole rance which
his company has decided is r equired for this applicat ion. Alternatively , he can merely dial the nwne rical
reading of his standard and the desired tolerance class
into a standard ColorMate accessor y ; then , by simply
"reading" the production sample on the ins trum ent, the
numerical value of the color match is autom atically
displayed.

r.!::::=o"'

For ordering information write to:
DIANO CORPORATION
P.O. Box 23 1
132 Central Street
Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035
Teleph one : (617) 543-5383

ill@)&®LJl0Jt)~
rRCJu w~ CtJt6R N67£BoCJI<s o,:
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Thus there now exis ts a common sense method of
defining tolerances as well as a means for precise
color measurement in a compatible system. The black
magic and emotion have become obsolete.

11..00~~~~

£\
PRE.DICT\ON- By
TH!i. 1980's , ~1EN
WILL AGAIN Btf:. 'THE..
PE.ACOC.K SEX I

Neotech Instrwnents, Inc.
Rockville, Md. 20850
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CoLORSCOLOR DIFFERENCE COMPUTING CHARTS
AVAILABLE FROM OlANO
The charts entitled "Rapid Graphica l Computation of
Small Color Differences ," formerly ava ila ble from
Union Carbide Corporation, and "Color Speed Computing Charts, " formerly ava ilable from the Columbus
Coated Fabrics Divis ion of Borden Chemical Co., are
both now available fr om DIANO CORPORATION. These
charts designed to solve graphically the MacAdam
color difference equation are quite useful as both
laboratory and teaching tools . The Union Carbide cha rts
arc des igned for usc with em values of x , y andy'
while the Borden charts required input of sam ple/
s tandard r atios of X, Y, and Z , which may be read
directly from s ome filter colorimeters .

c.y WH..I- Sr:. It\
[)ff"fE~ENT Ct>LOR.O:, foR
QUit!-< R&OOGNtTaOt-1· ··

''CAN Y4>U <fiVE

ME. Two

P.rtK.S r()RAlAVENOER?''

The charts being offered by DIANO contain several
improvements over U1e original charts which not only
make them more convenient to use, but provide useful
information on both magnitude and direction of color
difference .

Reproduced with permiss ion of American Cyanamid
Company
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LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL CALIBRATION SOURCE

ENCLOSURE

The Model 300 is specifically designed for calibrating
very low light level measuring instrumentation. The
Model 300 is a calibrated source of spectral irradiance
-9
-2
can easily be varied in steps from 10 watt em per
-16
-2
nanometer wavelength interval to 10
watt em per
nm. The unit can also be supplied with a photometric
calibration. Typical illuminance values range from
-1
-8
10 to 10 foot candles. All measurements are traceable to standards supplied by the National Bureau of
Standards.

"Colour Group -- Bibliography, Articles, Books and
Patents," Jan.-May 1970. The enclosure was prepared
at Eastman Kodak courtesy of George B. Gardner.

For further information:
William Schneider
Optronic Laboratories, Inc.
7 67 6 Fenton Street
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
(301) 587-2255

PUBLICA liONS COMMITTEE
Robert W. Burnham, Chairman
Deane B. Judd
William J. Kiernan
Dorothy Nickerson

GLOSS PIGMENT FOR FLEXOGRAPHIC INKS
A new primrose yellow pigment imparting excellent
gloss to flexographic inks has been introduced by
Reichhold Chemicals, Inc.

Send News Letter Items to Editor:
The new product-- "45-205 Primrose Yellow"-- has
been developed for both polyamide base and nitrocellulose SS base flexographic inks to produce outstanding
gloss. It is also recommended by RCI for use in water
flexographic inks, having excellent stability and dispersion as well as outstanding light fastness for this
class of pigments.

Dr. Robert W. Burnham
Eastman Kodak Company
Research Laboratories, Bldg. 81
Rochester, N.Y. 14650
Other Correspondence to Secretary:

A technical bulletin on the new pigment is available
upon request from Reichhold Chemicals, Inc., Chemical
Pigment Department, RCI Building, White Plains,
N.Y. 10602.

Dr. Fred W. Billmeyer, Jr.
Department of Chemistry
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, N.Y. 12181
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